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''No

more unfunded mandates!" This
theme has reverberated across Virginia and
throughout the country in recent months, as
activists from all levels ofgovernment have joined
forces to make their message clear. They want
an end to what they view as intergovernmental
intrusion into the affairs of state and local governments. According to these critics, mandates
usurp the authority of state and local governments and sap their scarce resources.
Although the mandates issue is not new,
lawmakers in Richmond and Washington are
listening with renewed interest. In his first State
of the Commonwealth speech to the General
Assembly, Governor George Allen pledged to
veto any unfunded mandates the legislature might
pass; he later rejected at least one bill on that
ground. Within a few months, Congress
enacted the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act
(PL. 104-4) as one of the first items in the
Republicans' "Contract with America." Every

Fiscal impact
studies and the like
will do little to solve
localities'mandate
problems.
What counts
is the legislative will
to change.

.. ... . . . ... ... . ...........
member of the Virginia delegation supported
the legislation, and President Clinton enthusiastically signed it into law on March 22,1995.
From slogans and other references in the
media, one could easily assume that the subject of unfunded mandates is straightforward,
a clear snapshot of an intergovernmental power
struggle. In fact, the issue is richly complex; it
is more an elaborate mosaic of intricate federal- state-local relationships, political maneuvers,
financial pressures, and evolving legal principles.
This article will provide an overview of mandates in Virginia, with emphasis on those that
affect local governments. It will address such
general concerns as the need for precise definitions; give a historical and legal context for the
issue; survey devices currently available to monitor the effects of mandates; and offer a glimpse
of what the future holds.

SUBSTANCE OR RHETORIC?
Obligations imposed by the federal government
usually head the list of mandates reviled by
angry state and local officials. In 1993 the
U. S. Conference of Mayors published a report,
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Impact of Unfunded Federal Mandates on U. S.
Cities, which tracked the costs of 10 specific federal
mandates in 314 cities. 1 The survey disclosed that,
on average, almost 120/0 of the cities' local source
revenue was consumed by those 10 mandates, which
included 8 environmental laws, the Americans with
Disabilities Act, and the Fair Labor Standards Act.
The total impact of the mandates studied was $6.5
billion. Eight Virginia cities participated in the
survey; they reported costs ranging from $2.4 million
in Hampton to $11.3 million in Virginia Beach.
According to a study conducted by the
National Conference of State Legislatures in 1994,
the number of federal mandates is close to 200. 2
Some of these have proved not only costly for cer• _tain localities but have even been cOllnterproducxive.
The City of Alexandria, in order to comply with
requirements under the Americans with Disabilities Act, had to discontinue its nationally acclaimed
program of reimbursing local taxi cab companies
for transporting people with disabilities. Other federal
mandates have been criticized for their faulty scientific bases or overly prescriptive requirements that
needlessly magnify local costs without solving real
problems. The City of Danville, for instance,
reported that funds spent complying with unreasonable testing, sampling, and treatment requirements
under the Safe Drinking Water Act would have been
put to better use upgrading deteriorating systelns.
Even mandates that local officials concede may
be reasonable for a single locality can overwhelm
some local governments collectively. Compliance
deadlines may be close together, requirements may
conflict with one another, mandates may be
imposed without sufficient notice for inclusion in
the budgeting process, and information about specific obligations may be difficult to obtain. Since
many state mandates mirror federally imposed
requirements, objections made about federal mandates apply to many state mandates as well.
For these reasons, critics contend that
unfunded mandates are essentially hidden taxes that
drain communities' resources. The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC)
reported in 1993 that new solid waste management
mandates alone would cost local governments in
Virginia $2.4 billion over the next 20 years. In April
1994, officials in Fairfax County said they expected
to spend $188 million complying with federal mandates over the next 10 years. Nationwide, local
government officials have said that such exorbitant
1 u.s. Conference of Mayors, Impact of Unfunded Federal Mandates on
Cities (Washington, D.C., 1993).
2 National Conference of State Legislatures, Mandate Watch List,
Special Edition (Washington, D.C., 1994).

u.s.

costs threaten the fiscal stability of their localities.
In a National League of Cities (NLC) report, City
Fiscal Conditions in 1994, officials from 1,369
cities were asked to name the three most important
factors responsible for their localities' fiscal difficulties. 3 Unfunded mandates tied with infrastructure
needs for the second most mentioned cause (38%
each) by the 551 respondents. Rising employee health
benefits costs came in first (42%); local economic
problems (26.3%) and criminal justice demands
(24.0%) were also among the top five choices.
Mandates are perceived by many to be a significant factor in local fiscal distress; but in cases
where state or local governments would have
undertaken a program anyway, the mandate is
irrele"-~Jl t. More itp p~rtaQJJyL!!1~r.!~~t~~c~BPr9Quce
valuable benefits that may not be easily quantified.
For example, mandates can provide an efficient means
to implement legitimate state and federal policies
and standards. Federal child labor laws and civil rights
legislation are examples of mandates that have helped
make our communities more humane.
Many other factors besides mandates may
contribute to local financial difficulties. Among these
are shrinking tax bases; military base closings; corporate down-sizing; economic recessions; global
competition; tax exporting; limited taxing authority; mismanagement; risky investment strategies;
growing social problems, like crime, homelessness,
teenage pregnancies, and AIDS; and, in Virginia,
the independent city system and a long-standing
moratorium on city-initiated annexations.
How much is cause and how much is effect is
unclear in some of these instances. What is apparent
is that intergovernmental mandates, while arguably
contributing to local fiscal distress, do not operate in
a vacuum. The 1994 NLC annual survey ofcity fiscal
conditions found that, despite mandates, municipalities' fiscal health has generally been improving. 4
Federal and state aid should also be taken into
account in weighing the impact of mandates, since
such programs help offset the adverse effects of
mandates on local budgets. Federal grants-in-aid to
state and local governments in 1994 totaled $217
billion, an increase of one-third over the 1980 figure, adjusted for inflation. Localities may benefit
from other federal programs, like payments in lieu
of taxes, or favorable tax policies, such as taxexempt municipal bonds.
In the Commonwealth, assistance to localities is one of the largest segments of the state's budget,
and has been a relatively stable source of funds for
3 National League of Cities, City Fiscal Conditions in 1994 (Wash-

ington, D.C., 1994).
Ibid.
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compelled to apply for aid, but those that receive
grant funds must accept the conditions or "strings"
attached, and these can be formidable. Under a broad
definition ofmandates, conditions ofaid are included,
despite the fact that participwtion in such programs
is technically voluntary.
Regulated optional activities-i.e., activities
that localities undertake by choice-mayor may
not be considered mandates. Yet localities that own
and operate an airport, a water treatment plant, or
a nursing home in all likelihood must comply with
substantial state as well as federal requirements. For
them, the "choice" of closing such facilities to avoid
the reach of state or federally imposed obligations
is probably unrealistic. Thus, regulation of optional
activities al 0 constitutes a mandate under a broad
definition of the term.
An expansive definition of mandates encompasses a variety of other indirect state and federal
actions that affect local government spending and
DEFINING UNFUNDED
decision-making. Examples include:
MANDATES
What constitutes a mandate? One of the most diffi- • Duties imposed by court order.
Decreases in funding for programs that benefit
cult aspects of the mandates debate is the lack of
localities, without concomitant reductions oflocal
consensus about this seemingly simple term. Virobligations.
ginia, like most states, has no official definition. A
state or federal tatute that compels a locality to take • Changes in state or federal policies that increase
local service demands (such as restrictive welfare
ome action creates a mandate. This is the easiest
ca e to identify: a direct compulsory order based on
reform legislation).
statutory authority. An example is the Chesapeake • Adverse tax policies.
Bay Preservation Act of 1988, which imposes sev- • Lax state or federal law enforcement within the
local jurisdiction, increasing the need for local
eral mandates on localities in the Tidewater area,
expenditures (such as environmental clean-up or
requiring them to undertake specific measures to
services for illegal aliens).
protect water quality in their jurisdictions. If an
affected locality defies the act, the state can enforce • Increased exposure of local governments to legal
it in court. Similarly, compulsory orders may arise
liability.
from con titutional provisions, such as Virginia's • State or federal involvement in enterprises that
displace local tax revenues.
requirement in Article VII that all counties and cities have specified constitutional officers.
• Any constriction of local authority by the state
or federal government.
State agencies with tatutory authority to proThe term unfunded is almost as hard to decimulgate regulations may, in the process, create
additional compulsory orders. Again, the Chesapeake pher as mandate. Must a program be funded lOOO/o?
Bay Local As istance Department independently Generally, the higher the level of funding, the more
imposes dutie on localities affected by the Chesa- control the granting authority requires. Partial fundpeake Bay Preservation Act. Frequently, regulations ing encourages frugality, since a locality with a financial
like these do no more than provide a second source stake in a program is likely to be more careful with
of authority for legislatively imposed mandates. expenses. A related issue is whether mere authorizaHowever, they can also create multiple mandates tion to levy a tax constitutes funding.
where the legislature had created only one.
Who determines what funding is required and
Other intergovernmental requirements argu- on what basis? Cost estimates require sophisticated
ably constitute mandates: but here consensus about analysis. Because of varying degrees of expertise and
what is and is not a mandate breaks down. State or available resources, results of cost studies can vary
federal grants-in-aid to localities are oft n contin- dramatically from one jurisdiction to the next. Bias
gent on the local government's compliance with may play a part, too. Local officials may have an
certain administrative obligations-accounting or interest in inflating projected costs, while state and
reporting procedures, matching funds, or th adoption fed ral representatives would be inclined to underof personnel policies, for example. No locality is state them.

local governments, according to repeated ]LARC
findings. In FY1990, Virginia's localities received
approximately $3 billion in state aid. By FY1994,
state financial assistance amounted to $4.8 billion,
approximately 47 0/0 of the state's general fund that
year. These figures do not include state spending
for direct assistance on behalfoflocal governmentsconstructing and maintaining secondary roads or
operating local health departments, for example.
Yet, such state expenditures free a considerable
amount of local revenue for other uses. Likewise,
low-interest loans and nonfinancial technical assistance provide other forms of aid. The state also
dedicate all property taxes-a significant revenue
stream-solely for the use of local governments and
authorize loc 1 overnments to raise additional revenue through numerous other taxes and fees.

Critics contend
that unfunded
mandates are
essentially hidden
taxes that drain
communities'
resources.
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Federal and state aid ·
should be taken
into account
in weighing the
impact of mandates.

When must funds be provided? If reimbursement after the fact is permi sible, how long may it
be delayed? Usually, the longer the wait, the greater
the cost. What must be funded? If a locality had
already implemented a similar program before
the manda te wa enacted, is it en ti tIed to
reimbursement? If not, localities would surely resist
developing progressive programs, preferring instead
to "wait and see."
Efforts to count mandates raise more definitional questions. One question concerns the
point at which a de minimis rule hould apply to
exclude trivial obligations from the mandates classification, such as a restriction to use grant funds
only for the purpose authorized or the duty merely
to report an event. Other questions of scope
involve large mandates, like the Standards of Quality for public education, which are comprised of
many smaller requirements. Should a cross-cutting mandate, such as a federal anti-discrimination
prohibition that appears as boiler-plate language
in grants administered by several tate agencies,
count as one mandate or as many different ones?
Does a law of general application, such as one
governing the operation of a battered women's
shelter, constitute a mandate on localities? A meaningful inventory of mandates requires clear
distinctions in all of these categories.

C

HANGING IMPACTS,
INCREASING FRUSTRATIONS

4'

Mandates on local governments in Virginia have
been a concern since the early 1980s. In 1984 JLARC
published a study, State Mandates on Local Governments and Local Financial Resources (HD 15), which
found that state mandates were not a serious problem, although they did merit further monitoring. The
study disclosed that many Virginia localities faced fiscal stress, which some local officials attributed partly
to mandates, but that few respondents could name
specific mandates they considered burdensome.
Instead, officials cited needs for increased state financial aid and greater local taxing authority.
By 1992 the mandates issue had grown in significance. In a follow-up study, Intergovernmental
Mandates and Financial Aid to Local Governments
(HD 56), JLARC reported that both state and federal mandates on local governments had become more
extensive and more onerous. Over 90% of the
responding local officials said that mandates adversely
affected their communities. They cited not only
inadequate funding but also inflexible implementation, duplication, lack of local input, and the
cumulative effect ofincreasing numbers ofmandates.
JLARC found that the number of both state and

federal mandates had risen annually since 1983, with
over two-thirds having been imposed by the state.
Most of the Inandates affected the environment, education, health, and welfare.

~MAY

MANDATE WHOM?

Who has authority to impose mandates? In fact, both
the state and federal governments prescribe some
kinds of local action directly. In addition, federal
pa s-through mandates, like welfare requirements
or conditional highway subsidies, are administered
by the state, just as many other federally imposed
mandates work indirectly. Often, such complications make it difficult to distinguish federal mandates
from state-imposed requirements. 0 mak matters worse, many mandate are based on both state
and federal authority. Regardless of origin, the
effect is the same at the local level.
A clear distinction can be made between
Virginia's power to impose duties on its localities
and the federal government's authority to compel
state or local government action. Article VII, Section 2, ofVirginia's constitution gives the legislature
the right to create or dissolve local governments.
Thus, they are "creatures of the state," not sovereign entities. In es ence, local governments have two
roles: they are local lawmaking bodies, with legislative grants of authority to govern, and they are also
agents of the state, with a mission to implement
state policy. As a result, the state's power to impo e
any requirement on a locality, even an onerous mandate that might bankrupt or destroy it, is not open
to question. Of course, it is equally clear that the
state has a vital interest in maintaining strong communities and fostering positive relations with them.
The precise scope of federal authority to
impose mandates on states and local governments
is more obscure. In the recent past, the U. S. Supreme Court has vacillated on this issue, deciding
landmark cases by slim majorities, reversing itself,
and ruling inconsistently in cases that involve different types of mandates. As recently as April 26,
1995, the Court signaled a radical shift in direction
once again in United States v. Lopez) which invalidated a federal law making it a crime to carry a gun
near a schoolyard. s Although that case did not involve a mandate, it did call into question the breadth
of power of Congress under the Commerce Clause,
the basis of many federal mandates, and which the
Court had interpreted before Lopez as almost limitless. The only certainty is that the law is in a state
of flux.

5 1995 U.S. Lexis 3039.
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MoNITORING MANDATES
Virginia has created an impressive array of tools for
tracking both state and federal mandates on local
governments. Actions have been taken in 10 general areas.
1. A comprehensive assessment ofexisting mandates is based on those identified in JLARC's 1994
publication, 1993 Update: Catalog ofState and Federal Mandates on Local Governments (HD 2). The
Code ofVirginia, §2.1-7.1, directs all executive branch
agencies to review the mandates on local governments that they administer and determine which, if
any, may be safely altered or eliminated. The job of
coordinating this assessment process was assigned
to the Commission on Local Government (CLG),
which recei e com leted assessments and reports
to the governor and General Assembly any mandates recommended for alteration or elimination. 6
Under Governor Allen's Executive Memorandum
5-94 (EM5-94), each assessment must include an
analysis of localities' compliance costs; an evaluation of possible alternatives; a determination of how
essential the mandate is; and a recommendation for
retention, modification, or elimination.
Once the department head and appropriate
cabinet secretary have approved the assessment, it
is submitted to the CLG for distribution to specified recipients. Any mandates imposed after
publication of the 1993 Update are subject to
assessment once they have been in effect at least 24
months. By early May 1995, 192 of the 356 applicable mandates had been approved and filed with
the appropriate state offices and local government
associations. Thirty-two had been recommended for
alteration, and 10 for elimination. By June 30,1996,
all assessments will have been completed.
2. A parallel process for the comprehensive
review of regulations on local governments and other
agencies serves as a second mandate-monitoring
device. Echoing the language of EM5-94 for the
mandates assessment process, the stated purpose of
this evaluation is to ascertain any regulations that
should be changed or terminated and, ultimately,
to ensure that all regulations promulgated are
essential. Executive Order 13-94 governs the review
of proposed regulations and directs administering
agencies to analyze them fully. Where appropriate,
agencies must identify any that are based on state
or federal mandates and justify those that exceed
the mandates' minimum requirements. By contrast,
Executive Memorandum 14-94 controls the review
of emergency regulations and requires only limited
analysis; however, it does call for the identification

of any state or federal mandate responsible for the
emergency regulations. Finally, Executive Memorandum 15-94 requires state executive agencies to
evaluate in detail all the regulations they currently
administer. Agencies must cite any mandates that
underpin existing regulations and explain any regulations that require more than the mandates'
minimum terms.
The Department of Planning and Budget
receives agency reviews and submits them to the governor. More than 2,000 regulations will have been
reviewed by January 1, 1997. Because some of the
mandates in the 1993 Update are also regulations, a
slight overlap between the EM5-94 assessment process
and EM 15-94 review ofexisting regulations is likely.
3. Two other device investigate the impact
of proposed regulations on localities. The first
requirement, enacted in 1993, requires that regulations be pilot-tested before being implemented
statewide'? The second, a 1995 amendment to the
Administrative Process Act (SB 730), provides that
any proposed regulation affecting local governments
be subjected to fiscal impact analysis by the
Department of Planning and Budget before being
promulgated. If the analysis predicts an adverse fiscal impact, a source of funding must be identified.
4. A recently revised fiscal note process estimates the potential local costs of proposed legislative
mandates. 8 With few exceptions, any bill that would
mandate additional expenditures by local governments must be filed by the first day of the legislative
session in order to be considered. Once introduced,
the bill is referred to the CLG, which then analyzes
it according to specific criteria, compiles a fiscal
estimate, and forwards copies to the General
Assembly for distribution to appropriate legislators
and committees. The CLG also circulates its fiscal
notes to local government legislative liaisons. The
purpose of these requirements is to inform legislators at the earliest stage of their deliberations about
any adverse impact that potential mandates would
have on localities. A large cross-section of localities
cooperates in the analysis of the bills.
5. An annual inventory of state and federal
mandates on local governments continues JLARC's
earlier work. 9 The CLG is responsible for compiling and annually updating the catalog of mandates
to give state and local officials accurate data, including
any available information about the fiscal impact of
new mandates. The CLG published its first catalog
in March 1995.

7 Code of Virginia, §9-6.14: 8.l.
S

6 Code of Virginia, § 15.1-945.3:6.

ode of Virginia, §§30-19.03-19.03.l.

9 Code of Virginia, §15.1 -945.3.
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Virginia has created
an impressive array
of tools for tracking
both state and
federal mandates on
local governments.

6. A one-year study of unfunded mandates in
the Commonwealth was authorized by the 1995 General Assembly.lo The outcome will be a set of
recommended procedures to identify new mandates,
estimate their fiscal impact, and identify appropriate funding methods. A joint legislative subcommittee
will conduct the study with assistance from the
Division of Legislative Services.
7. The Code of Virginia, §2 .1-51.5: 1, gives
the governor authority to suspend mandates for up
to one year on request, if localities can demonstrate
fiscal stress that could be alleviated by the
suspension. Only mandates administered by the
Department of Education are expressly excluded.
By January 1 of each year, the governor must notify
the General Assembly of requests for suspension.
To date none have been reported.
8. The 1995 General Assembly passed the 1mplementation ofFederal Mandates Act, designed to verify
that proposed state programs to implement specific
federal mandates are necessary and not cunreasonably
expensive. 11 The act requires the governor and the
Department of Planning and Budget to review agency
budget requests for such programs and make recommendations to the General Assembly. No state funds
may be appropriated ifthe legislature determines that
the state program is unnecessary, that it is not firmly
grounded in state and federal law, or that a less costly
alternative exists.
9. In 1995 the General Assembly passed several resolutions about federal mandates and related
issues, including:
• HJR 644 requests the Virginia congressional
delegation to appear annually before a joint session of the General Assembly to consult with the
legislature about federal unfunded mandates.
• Four resolutions-HJR 606, SJR 358, HJR 633,
and SJR 320-assert Virginia's sovereignty and
memorialize Congress to observe the principles
of federalism and the 10th Amendment.
• HJR 411 and SJR 278 underscore concerns
expressed in those pronouncements and further
call for a summit on federalism.
10. Governor Allen has established the
Governor's Advisory Council on Self-Determination and Federalism. 12 This body ofup to 65 members
staffed by the Secretary of Natural Resources has
six goals related to mandates and state sovereignty:
• Mobilizing public support for the revitalization
of federalism.
• Pursuing an amendment to the U. S. Constitution for a states' initiative that would give states
House Joint Resolution 615.
Code of Virginia §§2.1-795.
12 Executive Order 37-94 (EM 37-94).
10

11

another way to amend the Constitution and for
a states' veto that would permit them to repeal
federal legislation or regulations.
• Litigating Virginia cases under the 10th amendment.
• Supporting federal legislation or constitutional
amendments that prohibit the imposition of
unfunded mandates.
• Cooperating with other states to promote federalism.
• Helping convene a proposed "Conference of the
States" within two years to adopt reforms concerning federalism. 13
The governor's order also requires that state
agencies conduct "Federal Interference Assessments"
whenever they become aware of propos d fe ral
actions or policies that would obstruct the
Commonwealth's implementation of state policies
or programs or hinder the administration of its
fiscal affairs.
Accompanying these anti-mandate initiatives by
the governor and General Assembly, the Unfunded
Mandates Reform Act that the U.S. Congress passed
this spring adds an unprecedented device for curbing
unfunded federal mandates. The act provides measures to help lawmakers understand the fiscal impact
of prospective unfunded mandates, but it does not
bar them altogether. Once the fiscal impact analysis
has been completed, a new mandate may be enacted
without funding by a simple majority of both chambers and a clear statement ofthe intent ofCongress to
impose an unfunded mandate. Affected statutory mandates are those in which aggregate impact on states,
localities, and tribal governments is $50 million or
more. Proposed regulations that require expenditures
of $1 00 million or more by states, localities, tribes, or
the private sector must also be subjected to detailed
analysis by administering agencies. A "sunset" provision would nullify an unfunded or underfunded
mandate if Congress receives notice that its appropriation is insufficient or that a less costly alternative
is available. The law also calls for studies of existing
federal and state mandates. Although parts of the act
are now in effect, it will not be instituted in its
entirety until January 1, 1996.
It is important to note that the scope of the
Unfunded Mandates Reform Act is broad but not
all-inclusive. Conditions of aid and the regulation of
optional activities are not defined as mandates.

13

Virginia was one of the first states to pass a resolution calling

for a Conference of the States. Twenty-six states wer need d, but
the concept did not garner enough support nationwide. Thu the
conference, originally scheduled for October 22-25, 1995 in Philad Iphia, has been postponed.
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However, the definition of a mandate does include
decreased levels of federal assistance without reductions in state or local duties, and cutbacks in federal
funding for control of the nation's borders. It also
include bills that affect existing entitlement programs
providing $500 million or more per year, if they
either decrease the federal share offunding or increase
the responsibilities ofstates or local governments. The
law specifically does not apply to bills with such mandates as civil rights protections and emergency provisions.
Existing mandates would not be affected until they
are considered for reauthorization.

LOOKING AHEAD
In the near ture, tate and local officials in the
Commonwealth are likely to see many existing fedral mandates either repealed outright or weakened
ubstantially. The Unfunded Mandates Reform Act,
if it works as intended, will deter new mandates.
The pro-devolution, anti-mandate movement's
momentum following the November 1994 elections
hows no ign of slackening at present.
Congress is currently considering several mandate reform measures. Although the House
moratorium on new regulations (HR 450) died in
the Senate, senators unanimously approved an
alternative, giving Congress the power to freeze
individual regulations (S 219). At this writing, differences between the two versions remain to be
resolved. Some frustrated House members are now
working to cut off funds for federal agencies that
administer selected regulatory mandates. A bill is
still alive that would require cost-benefit analyses
of new regulations (HR 9). This bill authorizes compensation of property owners by certain federal
agencies for r gulatory takings that reduce property
value. Bills to repeal speciftc mandates are also
under consideration, such as the Davis-Bacon Act
(the prevailing wage law for construction contracts),
the 55-miles-per-hour speed limit, the requirement
for using recycled rubber tires in asphalt, and portions of last year's Anti-Crime Act. These changes
may not be adopted, but the trend seems clear.
Furthermore, as noted earlier, recent decisions
indicate the upreme Court appears inclined to
re trict the reach of the Commerce Clause and thus
weaken the power of Congress to impose mandates.
More striking, several justices in their opinions have
hown they are leaning toward drastically altering
the configuration of federal and state powers. If so,
they may have the opportunity soon. The National
Voter Registration Act of 1993 ("Motor Voter"),
which requir state and local offices to register voters in tandem with their application for a driver's
license, is being challenged by several states, including

Virginia, as an unfunded mandate. Attorney General James Gilmore has also sued to block enforcement
of federal regulations governing automobile exhaust
inspections.These or similar cases will probably
be on the Supreme Court docket in the months
ahead.
At the state level, too, fewer new unfunded
mandates are likely to pass. Although Virginia has
not ventured as far into the arena of mandate
reform as some states, the legislature has taken local
governments seriously on the subject and shows every
indication of continuing to do so. Both the Virginia Municipal League and the Virginia Association
of Counties have lobbied vigorously against mandates. In response, the General Assembly has provided
an increasing assortment of devices to investigate
and control them, demonstrating a heightened awareness of local concerns. In any case, bills that include
compulsory orders would probably face stiff opposition from the current administration.
Certain existing state mandates are likely to
be altered in the near future, once the mandates
assessment process and the comprehensive regulatory review are completed. These analyses have already
unearthed some outmoded, redundant, or otherwise unnecessary obligations. Amendment or repeal
of such mandates will translate into savings at the
local level, both in money and administrative
burden.

CNCLUSION
Virginia is making slow but steady progress. Mandate relief is likely for the Commonwealth's local
governments and will be welcomed no matter what
form it takes. The study of unfunded mandates
authorized by the 1995 General Assembly should
be u d as a tool to clarify the state's policies and
procedures and recommend appropriate legislation.
One recommendation must be to protect the state's
authority to impose mandates in certain circumstances
a a legitimate means ofimplementing statewide policies. Another result will likely be refinements of
available tools for tracking the effects of mandates.
However, information alone-whether about fiscal impacts, costs and benefits, inven tories,
assessments, or the like-though valuable, will do
little to solve localitie ' mandate problems. What
counts is the legislative will to change, since lawmakers as a group are adept at circumventing
restrictions on their authority.
How Virginia may be affected by proposed
changes in state and federal relationships is still
guesswork. Advocates of radical change in the current devolution debate disagree even among
themselves about the appropriate role of the federal

•
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government. But associated budgetary changes
under consideration-combined with possible deep
federal spending cuts, tax relief, and block grantscould have a profound effect on local governments
and open a whole new chapter on unfunded mandates. Such changes would require eliminating or
drastically reducing many existing federal programs,
like Aid to Families with Dependent Children or
Medicare. If the state and the private sector are
either unwilling or unable to provide a safety net,
individuals and families in need will undoubtedly
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turn to their local governments for help. While the
federal government raises expectations for assistance,
local governments may be left alone to face these
challenges without sufficient federal or state dollars. If so, beleaguered local governments will find
little comfort in the fact that such programs are not
technically mandated by law. In an era of emerging
enlightenment about the adverse effects of mandates
and growing willingness to enact mandate reforms,
the imposition on local governments of such new
burdens would be a sad irony indeed.
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